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Focused on Pemba Island in Zanzibar, this paper examines how talk about food – in abundance and 
plenty as well as drought, and hardship – can yield important insights into people’s experiences of the 
past and present. While food, in a very basic way, is central to human survival, people’s experiences of 
acquiring, preparing, sharing, and consuming food are central aspects of human social and cultural life. 
When talking about food, human beings deploy culturally specific knowledge that locates them in 
history and in society. Food discourse deploys culturally inflected visions of wellness and social 
harmony, as well as of hardship and fragmentation. This paper explores food discourse in Pemba as 
oral history that sheds light on how people experienced the 1920s and 1930s, World War II and 
rationing, the Zanzibar Revolution and the famine of 1972, as well as how changes in food preparation 
figure in people’s assessments of their own well-being, and experiences of contemporary times. The 
paper also argues that the Pemban concept of shibe, or ‘satiety’, may provide a culturally viable 
framework for thinking about as well as implementing social and environmental wellbeing on a larger 
scale. 
 
Food discourse as history and theory 
Focused on elders’ discourse about food in Pemba, Zanzibar, this paper argues that meditating on 
talk about food provides richly textured access to popular historiography, culturally freighted 
concepts of wellness and community, and ideas about how the world should be. Human relations 
to food are universally urgent and intimate, but, as an object of fantasy and desire, and when a 
centerpiece of social discourse, food is also text, and thus full of meaning.  Everywhere, certain 
foods are thought more desirable than others, appropriate to certain seasons, classes, ages, 
genders, and regions. Food motivates action; consuming it puts us into contact with others and 
with social forces close or far away. Like smell, taste can trigger memory. Thinking of it can 
provoke or organize discussions of the past and wishes for the future. Joining with our bodies 
through eating and digestion, food in a very real sense determines how we feel, appear, and, 
often, how we fare. This can be urgently so when hunger is a mortal risk. But always, through 
what we eat or don’t eat, what’s available and what we can afford, we know who, where, how 
and when we are; there, we sometimes recognize ourselves, or fail to. 
Pemba 
Hosting over one-third of the population of Zanzibar, and having historically played a key role in 
Zanzibar’s economy and political history, Pemba and its communities have nevertheless not been 
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the focus of much scholarly writing1. The most wide-ranging and context-rich English-language 
work on Pemba remains J.E. Craster’s Pemba, Spice Island of Zanzibar, published in 1913. 
While Zanzibar’s largest island, Unguja, has historically attracted proliferating scholarly 
attention, Pemba has featured more rarely in the historiography. Yet, understanding more about 
Pemba, and, particularly, about Pemban experiences of the 20th century, is important to 
broadening scholars’ views about Zanzibar as a whole.2 
There are many reasons for Pemba’s relative absence from the historiography3, but one that 
shaped my first fieldwork (1998-2000) and that of others before me was a restriction imposed on 
local people’s interactions with outsiders, and on what they could discuss. This restriction was in 
place on Unguja island as well, but, because foreigners were rarer in Pemba, it was felt especially 
keenly there. This, coupled with people’s understandable suspicions after years of state-imposed 
isolation from the outside world, made open discussions of both the present and the past difficult 
and potentially damaging to engage in. I avoided explicitly discussing economic and political 
issues. At first, the topic of food seemed innocuous enough. But, in the end, talk about food shed 
more light on Pemba’s 20th century and on how Pembans have experienced it than I could have 
imagined.  
Below, I begin by outlining a broad history of contemporary Pemba as it emerged in 
conversations about food, exploring the significance of various cited foods to Pemban social life 
and identity. The periods cover: the decades before World War II, the war years, a post-war 
boom, and the revolutionary and post-revolutionary periods til today. Since any talk of food also 
refers more or less evaluatively to the larger context of its consumption, throughout these 
discussions of particular periods, I also repeatedly turn to the two consistently recurring and 
opposing concepts of shibe (satiety) and njaa (hunger), which, I will show, both feature in and 
organize elders’ discussions about the conditions that determine whether a society experiences 
hardship or wellbeing. Then, exploring a practical recent application of the concepts of shibe and 
njaa in a discourse that severs the past from the now, I describe the havoc elders feel has been 
wrought by the arrival in the 1980’s of aluminum pots (dishi) into rural Pemban kitchens - and 
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 Two important recent works are (1) Kale ya Washairi wa Pemba: Kamange na Sarhani by Abdurahman Saggaf 
Alawy and Ali Abdallah El-Mawy, Ed. Abdilatif Abdallah (Mkuki na Nyota, 2014) and (2) Elizabeth MacMahon’s 
Slavery and Emancipation in Islamic East Africa: From Honour to Respectability (Cambridge University Press, 
2013). More or less recent dissertations include those of Sarah Wallshaw (2005), Nathalie Arnold (2003), Helle 
Valborg (1996), and Linda Giles (1987). The linguistic work of W.H. Whitely on Kipemba dialects and poetry 
must not be omitted. 
2
 The smaller island of Tumbatu and others, too, remain starkly absent from the literature.  
3
 I consider these reasons in detail in Arnold Koenings, Nathalie. 2018. For Us Its What Came After: Locating 
Pemba in Revolutionary Zanzibar, Social Memory, Silenced Voices, and Political Struggle: memory and revolution 
in Zanzibar, ed. by Marie Aude Fouere & William Bissell, Dar es Salaam: Mkuki na Nyota. Pp. 145-190. 
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the effects of these on elders’ experiences of their own bodies, agency, and the landscapes in 
which they live. This paper, grounded on ethnographic interviews that took place between 1998 
and 2000, is also centrally informed by many informal conversations, correspondence, and 
participant observation carried out since then, in 2004, 2009, 2014, and 2017. 
A history in food: times of shibe and njaa 
Years of rice and beef (miaka ya wali na nyama) 
In elders’ discourse in the late 1990s, the two decades before WWII, which they could easily 
recall, were infallibly marked by the presence of plentiful and affordable high-quality rice and 
beef: miaka ya wali na nyama. The repetition of this shorthand was so ubiquitous that it warrants 
attention. What matters about these foods in a Swahili society? Even the quickest inquiry will 
show them to be crucial to all manner of celebrations in Pemba, and thus ultimately to Pemban 
socio-spiritual life. Rice and beef are paired in nourishing and beloved midday meals in the form 
of pilau or biriani, which should most of all be consumed on Fridays just after adhuhuri prayers, 
marking through happy commensality the pinnacle of the Muslim week. Both pilau and biriani 
can of course be made with other meats – chicken, goat, sheep, or even camel. But in discussing 
the material plenty associated with their youth, the elders I spoke maintained a loyal focus on rice 
accompanied by beef. 
Rice, beef, and pesa nzito (heavy money) 
Elders were insistent that, in the pre-War decades, not only were rice and beef in plenty, they 
were also affordable for most people. One might say, for example, “At that time, I picked cloves 
for other people [I was myself not a wealthy person], but I bought rice whenever I wanted to, and 
beef.” Such speakers’ insistence on the fact that they themselves had no, or few, clove trees of 
their own, and were dependent for a good part of their livelihood on the well-being of others’ 
affairs, matters; here, elders insist that ‘everyone’, even those without significant property, ate 
well. When elders say that rice and beef were plentiful, they are careful to insist that money itself 
in these decades was not easy to get. But the money one did acquire had clear purchasing power, 
so much so that, in addition to rice and beef, little luxuries could also be afforded. 
Na ile pesa ilikuwa bado nzito matumizi yake. Shilingi moja ... unakula nyumbani 
unashiba. Tena shilingi moja nnanunua mchele, nnakula, nnapata kula kitu. Na sigara 
nnavuta! Ilikuwa vitu rahisi. Kwa hivyo ile shilingi moja ilikuwa ni shida kuichuma lakini 
ukiipata unajua na kile chakula ni rahisi. Hata ng’ombe utapata.4 
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 A. Ukutini, 1999. 
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And the money itself still had value and purchasing power. [For] one shilling … you 
[could] eat [comfortably] at home and be sated. Moreover, with one shilling I [could] buy 
rice, and eat it. I got everything, and [moreover] I smoked cigarettes. Things were cheap. 
So, that one shilling was hard to get, but if you got it, you knew that food was cheap. You 
could even buy a cow. 
Consummate consumption and leisure 
Though elders consistently spoke of wali and nyama ya ng’ombe together, it is useful, too, to 
look at each in turn. Rice in Zanzibar has been, and remains today, a highly desired and valued 
food with marked cultural significance. There is local rice in Pemba, grown in wet valleys, and it 
is prized in its own way. But in the 1920’s and 30’s, the presence in shops of an affordable 
diversity of specifically imported rice varieties signalled a connoisseurship and worldliness that 
gave elders great pleasure. The presence of rice of differing aromas and shapes, qualities and 
origins was an important marker of the time. As one elder responded when I spoke of the 1920s: 
“Oh, you mean those times when had all the rice we wanted! Rice came to us from Thailand, 
Singapore, India, everywhere, and [again] you could buy a whole cow for one or two rupees.” 
In addition to individuals’ physical nourishment and enjoyment of particular meals, the 
presence of tasty and affordable rice and beef caused life in community to flourish. In the 
memories of elders across economic groups, those pre-war years were marked by nearly 
continual parties intended to nourish and honor, welcome and entertain both people and spirits of 
the land and sea. Weddings and spirit dances lasted for days, with fresh platters of pilau or 
biriani continually refilled, and guests partaking endlessly, so much so that they felt totally 
exhausted and took huge naps before eating all over again.5 
Living cows 
Beef in the form of living cows also warrants further thinking. In pre-war Pemba, affordable 
access to cattle themselves enabled participation in rituals that had long been crucial to Pemban 
identity, agency, and overall well-being. Important among these were celebrations held in the 
invisible realm by occult experts (wachawi/wanga) whose complex island-wide hierarchical 
organization required members to contribute cows to feasts, as they ascended through the ranks 
(Arnold 2003). Strong and healthy living bulls are also essential to the not unrelated and once 
socially fundamental Pemban tradition of mchezo wa ng’ombe, in which quick, strong men bait 
                                                 
5
 Archaeologist Jeffery Fleischer, working in Northern Pemba, has found that a Pemban preference for rice dates to 
the 12th century, noting that “rice was an anchor starch in the local diet, and likely the most prestigious if it was 
being served in great amounts to an important visitor.” Fleischer also notes the importance to Swahili Islamic 
practice of feasts lasting ten days (2010: 205). 
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equally quick, strong bulls, cementing their and their village’ reputations by ably escaping 
agitated animals in front of sometimes quite huge crowds. At its height in the 1930s –  revived 
again in the 1950s and briefly in the 1980s – mchezo wa ng’ombe was deeply embedded in the 
Pemban spirit, occult, agricultural and social world.6 The yearly holding of michezo ya ng’ombe, 
was made possible by (and was also a sign of) good harvests, the (related and necessary) 
availability of money, and the game was also in part played to secure good rains for the following 
cycle. The baiting bulls whose names and genealogies made them famous in their own right, 
were, to a one, possessed by and working in tandem with spirits of the Pemban land and sea. For 
a bull to withstand continual, exhausting negotiation with powerful occult forces, and be 
terrifying on the field, he needed above all to be healthy and robust. In mchezo wa ng’ombe, 
Pemban masculine strength and health, of both animals and people, was fully on display. 
Plentiful, affordable and desirable food, coupled with the accessibility of the money to acquire 
it, enabled people to engage in truly sociable, fun, and politically important leisure activities, 
among which mchezo wa ng’ombe once held a specifically Pemban pride of place. In elders’ 
discussions, mchezo wa ng’ombe could (and can) only be genuinely and satisfactorily played 
under a condition of the thorough-going generalized well-being of which mchezo wa ngombe is 
both a sign and a result. That condition, known as shibe, is well worth discussing in some detail. 
Satiety (Shibe) 
Related to the verb kushiba (to be sated), and to the Islamic month of Shabaan, shibe was a 
central, orienting concept in elders’ discourse about food. Since shibe was so clearly a defining 
aspect of pre-War years in Pemba, it is worth dwelling on the concept in some detail here, before 
moving on to talk of food during World War II, when the landscape was transformed, and shibe 
began to ebb.  
Differing from the verb kushiba (to be sated), which can be applied to a single person 
(ameshiba), shibe can never describe solely one person eating well while others are going 
hungry. Brought about by a perfect combination of barka, blessing, and neema, a merciful 
abundance or deep goodness, shibe is a totally integrated and inclusive, divinely sanctioned 
condition of wellbeing that affects the landscape, animals and people, in community as well as in 
the nation, and in relation to other nations, as well. Rice and beef are clear sign of shibe, but they 
are themselves only proof of a deeper, total, moral and environmental wellness. The power of 
shibe as a concept is made clear by the extracts below, in which talk about food invokes not only 
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 Mchezo wa ng’ombe is these days often included in the yearly cultural festivals organized by the Ministry of 
Culture, Tourism and Sports on Pemba. 
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the accessibility and value of money to buy it, but the presence of neema (goodness/grace) and 
barka (blessing) which, together, bring on shibe: 
Wakati wa shibe, vyakula vilikuwa vizuri sana. Pesa ilikuwa adimu, lakini vyakula vilikuwa 
vizuri. Shibe inatokana na neema. Neema … . Asili ya neema, ile jambo zuri. “Kuna 
neema! Kuna mazao mwaka huu! Kuna neema. Kuna karafuu, maembe tele. Ndio neema 
ile. Au mwaka huu una mpunga sana. Basi ndiyo neema. Neema ni wingi wa chakula7. 
In the time of shibe, foods were very good. Money was hard to come by, but the foods were 
wonderful. Shibe comes from neema. Neema … the origin of neema, that [deeply] good 
thing. There’s neema! There are are good harvests this year! There’s neema. Cloves, 
mangoes everywhere. That’s what neema is. Or, this year there’s rice in abundance. Well, 
that’s neema. Neema is an abundance of food. 
Kama nchi ina shibe? Kuwa na shibe ni kuwa na barka. Barka ni neema, maanake ilie 
katika nchi kuingia neema, ndio barka yenyewe. Ndio utaona utakutia vitu vyingi sana, 
mazao mazuri, basi ndio barka katika nchi ilioingiwa neema … . Lakini sasa nchi ikiingia 
ukame … vitu vyote hamna, ukavu ukavu … . Hakuna shibe hapo.8 
When a polity has shibe? Shibe being there means barka is there [too]. Barka is neema, so 
that if you hear all over the land that neema has come, that is barka itself. So you’ll find 
that there are many things, wonderful produce, well, that is barka in a country entered by 
neema … But now, if a country succumbs to barrennes … all the things are gone, dried up 
and bare … . There’s no shibe here. 
Shibe’s material forms 
What are the implications of a time in which neema and barka obtain, bringing shibe to the land? 
In a time of shibe, locally, the earth is rich and rain is just right. No one, even the very poor, goes 
hungry, and part of the wonder of shibe is its availability to everyone at the same time, regardless 
of class or status. The landscape itself offers up its food, which is simply there, not for sale, but 
free for the taking, to anyone. A world of shibe is one of lush abundance, comfort, loving 
sustenance, large reserves, and satisfaction in all senses. One important sign of shibe in the 
1920’s and 30’s, was, elders said, that fruits were rarely picked; rather, they fell ripe from trees in 
such abundance that many were left uneaten: 
Ndizi zaiva, kula kitu chaiva bure … Chini ya mtufaa hata hukanyagi, asali tu chini yake.9 
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 M.I. Wete, 2000.  
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 M.A. Mtambile, 1999. 
9
 M.K. Mtambile, 1999. 
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The plantains ripen on the tree, everything ripens for nothing, it isn’t even used … You 
won’t step under a rose apple tree for all the honey that’s beneath it. 
Sisi mananasi yakiiva mwituni, tukila. Kama zile korosho zile ukenda ukaokota kavu. Kama 
maembe – chini tu. Maana hakuna njaa ya kwenda kupanda mit … Na haya mafenesi haya, 
mabivu yakianguka tu, ah, yakioza tu.10 
We used to eat the pineapples that ripened in the wild. Same for those cashew nuts, you’d 
just go and pick them up, dry. And same for the mangoes – just there on the ground. 
Because there wasn’t the hunger that makes you go and climb a tree [to pick fruit that isn’t 
ready]…And those jackfruit, they’d be ripe and just fall, ah, just rotting. 
Milk, too – again linked to cows, and also echoing essential ‘mother’s milk’ – is important here. 
Pre-war shibe was partly known by the fact that many people, even those who owned no animals, 
businesses or clove trees, drank a lot of milk, and that milk was, in their recall, never to be sold. 
Here, too, is the idea that a person, particularly a child, could be fed anywhere, even far from 
home, and even by the animals of Pemba. People were not alone in caring for each other or their 
children, because the landscape, too, provided nourishment for all: 
Zamani? Kwanza mtoto akiamka hakiulizi chai kwao. Akienda zake mabondeni, akwenda 
chunga huko, apata maziwa, ashiba hukohuko. Maziwa yake yuwala,  ashiba! Hata akija 
kwao jioni. Ukipika chakula cha mchana haji. Mpaka aje usiku. Kwa kuwa hakuna njaa. 
Maziwa tena hayauzwi. Maziwa, ni ajabu sana kuuza maziwa.11 
In the past? First of all, when a child woke up, he didn’t ask about breakfast at his home. 
He’d go out into the valleys, grazing [his animals there], and he’d get milk. He’d be sated 
out there where he was. He drinks up his milk, and he’s sated! Even when he gets home in 
the afternoon. If you’ve cooked lunch, he won’t come home for it. Until he comes at night. 
Because there is no hunger. And milk isn’t sold. Milk? Milk being sold is a very profound 
shock. 
This speaker went on to say, “Siku hizi maziwa hayapo, eti. Katu hayapo. Kwani maziwa 
unayoaona? Dukani chupa moja mia mbili.” (These days, there’s no milk, don’t you know? 
Absolutely there is none. Are you telling me that you see milk? In the shops, a bottle costs two 
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 H.T. Tumbini, 1999. 
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 H.T. Tumbini, 2000. Also, a note on the Pemban Swahili used in this excerpt, which diverges from Standard 
Swahili. In mtoto akiamka hakiuluzi chai kwao, the object infix for ‘chai’ in ‘ha-ki-ulizi’ treats ‘chai’ as a ki/vi 
noun, although the speaker would not pluralize ‘chai’ as ‘vyai’. The yu-wa- form in ‘yuwala’ is very common in 
Pemba, and functions as a-na- does in Standard Swahili.  
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hundred shillings.). To this speaker and his companion, the milk that, in the late 1990s, could be 
bought in stores or from individuals, was not actually milk. It’s lack of ‘milkness’ come from its 
not sharing in true milk’s ideal nature – freely available and abundant to all, never an object of 
commerce or rationing. What people might drink now is not milk at all; it is, rather, a commodity 
that most cannot afford. To insist that what was sold in the shops was indeed milk would have 
been to violate elders’ poignant assertion. Under shibe, some things can’t be sold, and milk, 
especially so. It is worth noting that the same feeling of shock accompanies the sale of honey 
today.12 In a state of shibe, neither milk nor honey – foods that together also characterize the 
beautiful land promised to Abraham by God – can be involved in markets. When blessed grace 
obtains, milk and honey are plentiful, and always freely shared. 
Thus shibe is felt both through the abundance of freely available local foods and (as with rice) 
the existence of functional economic networks that bring a variety of high-quality foods to Pemba 
from places sometimes very far away. Shibe, it seems, features a perfect beneficial balance 
between an abundance of local foods and products that cannot or should not be sold, and the 
presence of ‘foreign’ commodities that should be for sale, and that people can afford to buy. In 
the 1920’s and 30’s, shops sold many kinds of goods that came from elsewhere, including 
furnishings, watches, knives, and cloth. But there were also fancy and exotic – even frivolous – 
foods that had nothing to do with meals or basic nourishment. Elders particularly remembered 
imported fruitcakes in oblong tins that opened up with keys, red and black tins of shortbread 
biscuits, cupcakes in paper wrapping, and beloved peppermint sweets that were sold by the jar. 
Shibe and Pemban-ness (Upemba) 
In the sections above, shibe has been described as abundance, people’s ability to eat as they like, 
and the knowledge that no one is hungry. But shibe cannot be understood as solely relating to 
daily life in an instrumental or purely material way. Because it comes from neema and barka, 
shibe has a clear moral, ethical (and thus necessarily political) dimension. And shibe’s 
relationship to an ideal of Pemba as a place, and to Pemban identity in particular, too, is 
important to remark on. Pemba, famously known for its abundant rural fertility as Al-Khadra, the 
green island, has long been thought by both Pembans and other Zanzibaris to be defined by 
astonishing agricultural potential managed through a strong spirit of community and mutual care. 
Rich soil, good rains, and mutually supportive communities, to which Pemba is felt to be 
naturally disposed, are, it turns out, the exact preconditions for, and signs of, shibe: 
Tuje katika barka sasa. Kuhusu visiwa viwili hivi, Pemba na Unguja, lazima Pemba ni 
kisiwa cha barka. Kuliko Unguja … . Hebu peleleza, kwenye vilimo vya Unguja na Pemba, 
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zaidi wapi vilimo vyingi? Pemba! Basi, baraka. Na baraka inakuja kwa hali zifuatazo. 
Barka ya kilimo inakuja kwanza na nchi yenyewe ilivyo. Kwa sababu Pemba ardhi yake ni 
rutba, kuliko huu Unguja.13 
Let’s talk about barka now. As for these two islands, Pemba and Unguja, it’s obvious that 
Pemba is the island of barka. More than Unguja … Just think about it, in terms of 
agriculture in Unguja and Pemba, where are there more crops? Pemba! Well, that’s baraka. 
And baraka comes in the following ways. [First], the barka of agriculture depends on how 
a place14 is. Because Pemba’s soil is fertile, more than this one in Unguja here. 
This view of Pemba as highly fertile and productive, as a place of natural plenty, is key both to 
the historiography (Craster 1913; Burgess 2009; McMahon 2003; Arnold 2003, 2018; Martin 
1978), and to elders’ evaluation of both past and potential circumstances. In elders’ view, barring 
outside intervention, Pemba would naturally thrive, because it is in its essence predisposed 
toward abundance and wellbeing – it is practically designed for shibe to obtain. But the barka 
and neema described above, and which are essential to shibe, only emerge in particular 
circumstances, most fundamentally those in which people capably exercise love and care for their 
fellows, with whom their destiny is intimately shared. This same elder went on: 
Njia nyingine sasa, ya kuja kwa barka. Barka imekuwepo Pemba kwa sababu watu wa 
Pemba, wengi wao ni watu wapole sana, wakarimu, wanapendana, wanasikilizana … 
Barka zinakuja kwa usafi wa nyoyo. Usafi wa nyoyo. Ndiyo nyoyo zikiwa safi, unapata 
barka, unapata neema. Watu wakipendana, inakuwa barka. Na ikiwa mnachukiana, 
hapana barka. Barka inatoweka hasa. Nchi inakosa barka kwa watu kutoelewana … . 
Another way, now, for barka to come. Barka has obtained in Pemba because the people of 
Pemba, many of them are very gentle people, kind, they love each other, they get along 
well… Barka comes from hearts being pure. Purity of heart. If hearts are pure, you get 
barka, you get neema. If people love each other, it’s barka. And if you hate each other, 
there’s no barka. Barka disappears, in fact. The place lacks barka from people not getting 
along. 
Other elders’ accounts were consistent with this view. In contrast to pre-War shibe, elders 
attributed later and current absences of shibe to the souring of peoples’ hearts, and Pembans’ 
increasing sense of alienation from the nation and each other; this, due to scarcity, politics that 
turn people against each other, and changing weather patterns that have affected crops and 
people’s ability to take care of themselves and each other: 
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 H.G. Mchangani, 2000. 
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 This speaker, like many other Pembans, has used the word nchi to indicate the island of Pemba, as well as in 
reference to particular communities there. Usually glossed as country, the term also refers to any place which is 
understood to have had, or to still have, a form of organization and (also local) governance (thus, Pemba itself 
also has nchi nyingi). 
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Barka yenyewe, kuwa leo, hili neema hili, neno hili la baraka inaondolewa na siye. 
Linaondoka kwa sababu hatutaki kumtii Mwenyenzi Mungu. Tunafanya mambo sivyo. 
Mambo yetu mabaya. Kuna watu wanalisha ngombe pale penye mihogo yako, ili wewe 
usipate tu. Ukosefu wa barka. Hatusiikizani. Zamani ilikuwa barka ipo. Kuna staha. 
Nakustahi wewe na wanistahi miye … Siku hizi ardhi haina rutba. Shauri ya ardhi na 
shauri ya Mwenyenzi Mungu, tunavyoifanya makosa ardhi yake hii … Ndio barka 
ikaondoka.15 
Barka itself, today, this neema [of which you speak], and this barka, it’s being removed by 
us ourselves. It’s leaving us because we don’t want to follow God. We do wrong things. 
The things we do are bad. There are people who will graze their cow right there among 
your cassava plants, just to prevent you from getting any. It’s a lack of barka. We don’t get 
along. In the past, there was barka. There was mutual respect and protection of each others’ 
dignity. I protect your dignity and your protect mine … . But these days the soil isn’t 
fertile. And the earth’s condition is God’s doing, the way we abuse this, His earth … . 
That’s why barka is leaving. 
This elder’s view was shared by others, in whose estimation a lack of understanding and love 
between people leads to selfishness, to a lack of care for others success, and to people 
undermining the wellbeing and property of others. Such an absence results in a ruined landscape, 
hunger, and unhappiness. In many elders’ memories, pre-War Pemba exemplified the shibe that, 
in later years, would fray. 
World War II 
World War II affected both the global field and the local landscape, transforming decades of 
shibe into njaa. Crucial in elders’ discourse is the sudden vanishing of imported rice. But the list 
of foods that disappeared from Pemban shops is long. Sugar, crucial to cakes, sweets like vileja, 
katai, visheti and kamaiti, and to sharbat, as well as in the Pemban ideal of tea, which is 
famously very sweet16 – was no longer available. Neither were wheat flour, essential to local 
breads and porridge, nor Indian or Somali ghee, for making prized sweets like halua and kashata. 
Global political and economic events transformed the Pemban marketplace and kitchen. 
Meanwhile, the massive British Plant More Crops campaign turned countless acres of Pemban 
land to cassava, making it hard to graze animals and to grow a real variety of other crops. Crucial 
in their discussions of the changes brought by World War II was the concomitant 
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commodification i.e., regular and public sale, of milk, which, in elders’ accounts, and described 
above, had hitherto been a natural gift freely available to all. 
Mwaka wa njegere (Year of the pigeon peas) 
As Pemban communities faced blackouts, restricted movement and food rationing, there came 
mwaka wa njegere, either 1938 or 1942. The pigeon peas were new. People hadn’t seen them 
before, and many did not like their taste, or scent, or how it felt to eat them. 
Watu hawakuyapenda. Manyangari makubwa meupe. Yakilevya yale. Madudu tu 
hayajulikani namna yake.17 
People didn’t like them. Strange random things, big and white. They inebriated you. 
Meaningless things, it’s not known what they were. 
Yalikuja maharage yenyewe meupe tu. Magamba ya nyoka. Maana uroweke, unyambue ile 
ngozi, meupe, makubwa … . Unyambue utoe ile ngozi halafu upike. Wala hayaivi yakawa 
nzuri. Ngumungumu. Watu hawayapendi.18 
There came beans that were white. With skin like a snake’s. You had to soak them [before 
cooking]. But they didn’t soften right. Tough-tough. People didn’t like them. 
The idiom of pleasure or displeasure in eating and digestion is powerful. What feeds us well, 
what is new and strange, what would our bodies choose if they could, and if we had the means. 
The peas were felt to be unpleasant, a hardship food that was eaten from necessity but without 
joy. That the peas had no known origins, that they were brought in by the government rather than 
through the efforts of individual traders from a known global geography – as had characterized 
the earlier time of shibe – also seems important. 
Cornmeal flour and beans 
Over the course of the War, a larger number of foodstuffs came from the mainland than before, 
most notably cornmeal flour and red beans. Cornmeal flour, made into sembe, while eaten by 
many and increasingly appreciated, is still today referred to as a food that is not local. Speaking 
as it does of mainland origins rather than of cosmopolitan Islamic Indian Ocean belonging, sembe 
has a strong association with hardship and dependence on or control by the Tanzanian mainland, 
even when an individual personally likes it very much. In elders’ accounts, shopkeepers forced 
consumers coming for rice to also take some amount of corn flour, because it was hard to sell. A 
woman remembered an experimenting baker who tried making cornmeal cakes, but still, sembe 
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was for many a last resort. Red beans, now so ubiquitous, fared much better in people’s hearts. 
One reason for this is that they are easy to cook in the tui (coconut milk), which gives any food a 
particularly Zanzibari, or, here, Pemban flavor. As one man said, “Utafikiri tuko nayo tangu 
zamani, eti, lakini sivyo. Ni kwamba yalituingia moyoni na mpaka sasa yako.” (You’d think we’d 
been eating them since long ago, I know, but it’s not true. It’s that they entered our hearts, and 
they’re here to this day.) 
Post-war: Mwaka wa kilo (The year of the kilo) 
After the war, in great part because of a hugely successful clove harvest in 1952, neema, barka, 
and the resultant shibe make a comeback, in a time of plenty that was experienced perhaps even 
more intensely in view of the gloom it had replaced. The lifted curfew, the end of rationing and 
forced agriculture programs, as well as the slow but notable electrification of Pemba’s larger 
towns and public roads, contributed, too, to Pemban elders’ feeling that, although many things 
had changed because of World War II, their fortunes and their ability to act with ease and in 
community, in what they thought of as a particularly Pemban way, were now on the rise. 
With the world market price for a kilo of cloves so high that the year itself was named mwaka 
wa kilo (the year of the kilo), consummate consumption returned to Pemba three-fold. Imported 
rice, ghee, flour, and sugar came back. And people had ready access to so much cash, they said, 
that one could use paper bills for much more than cash transactions. During this incredible year, 
one might hear, Mapesa yekuwa mengi taa twefutia mijasho. So much money that you wiped 
your sweat with it, or your hands after eating halua, or that you rolled tobacco in a bill and 
smoked it. Lest one see in these extravagant and happy claims a selfish or cruel performance, we 
should remember that, in keeping with shibe’s shared and generalized nature, it was only possible 
to ‘waste’ money in this way because ‘everyone’ had plenty. A person smoking a money-
cigarette or drying her hands on bills was not thereby depriving hungry others of either resources 
or well-being, but, rather, celebrating a communal state of being so replete with plenty that 
money itself had no value at all. 
The new prosperity was once again marked by the presence of imported foods, some of which 
were new to the island. Fresh apples, grapes, and peaches were flown in daily from Nairobi and 
Johannesburg. Freezer ships brought ice cream. Tea boutiques opened. In 1958, the most highly 
mechanized bottled soda factory in East Africa was built in Pemba’s commercial center, 
producing dozens of soda flavors – these special reusable glass bottles, chupa za gololi, with 
distinctive marble caps, were now and then brought out by elders who prized them as mementos. 
As one elder said, “Nzuri sana… Ilikuwa kuna soda kali, ya tangawizi, ya zabibu. Sema nataka 
soda ya homa. Waona homa yaondoka.” (It was very good…. It used to be that there was strong 
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soda, or ginger, grape. Or say you want the fever soda. You’ll see your fever dissipate).19 Being 
able to choose a wonderful new flavor and still have others yet to try, was a special sign of 
plenty. 
The revolution and beyond 
The Zanzibar Revolution of 1964 naturally brought change, and, again, its effects on daily life in 
Pemba can be indexed in elders’ talk of food. Under Afro-Shirazi Party (ASP) rule, government 
control of every aspect of food production, transport, sale, and purchase transformed the dense 
connections between people and their neighbors, and their lived environment. One elder recalled, 
“If I’d grown some cassava here, and you wanted to have some, I couldn’t just give it to you. I 
was not allowed. And I couldn’t sell it myself, either. It was taken to the officer, who wrote a 
chit, and took it to the shop and wrote another chit, and when it was sold someone wrote another. 
Everything through the party.” What in elders’ recollections had been a longstanding natural and 
familial connection between products of the land and their close, intimately known and 
frequently informal consumers was dramatically interrupted, and the state’s presence felt in the 
most mundane and basic realms of life. 
Foodstuffs were sometimes still foreign – but their points of origin no longer mattered. As far 
as the elders who spoke with me were concerned, all foodstuffs sold after the Revolution came 
not from a specific place – not from a region of the world, or from specific countries or known 
traders – but from the government shop. They didn’t know where it came from, and what 
mattered was that it came from the government, rather than through individuals they knew, with 
agentive access to a broader world. People ate more and more cassava. 
Things got harder in 1967, recalled as mwaka wa karafuu mbovu (a year of rotted cloves) 
when extreme rains ruined the clove harvest, and people could not rely for their livelihoods even 
on the now very low price the government paid for cloves under the new Zanzibar State Trading 
Corporation (ZSTC) monopoly.20 
In the early 1970s, a drought coupled with the severe curtailment of imported foodstuffs 
dramatically affected the local food economy. This period is known in Pemba as wakati wa njaa 
(time of hunger), when people lined up for hours before government shops, often only to find that 
the shop’s supply was insufficent for everyone to go home with food. In one woman’s words: 
“Watu wanapanga foleni mpaka usiku, hapa mpaka kule. Shida. Tena ukifika hamna kitu. 
Twalala siku tatu kudowea kanga.” (People stand in line until late at night, from here all the way 
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over there. Misery. And when you get there there is nothing. We’d wait in line three days for a 
pair of kangas.)21 
Even cassava was rare, and jackfruit, ordinarily eaten raw, became a central cooking starch. 
Coconut meat and water became central to survival. People turned to foraging for uncultivated  
products, collecting: chochoni, wild yams; the roots and seeds of the water banana plant, togonya, 
bie, or gomba kofi/tasa; and to wanga, East African arrowroot – which all can be poisonous or 
deadly unless carefully soaked and processed. Kitenei, a stew of unripe fruit, became a crucial 
meal, with parents making a show of its preparation kuwadanganya watoto (making believe, for 
the children, that it was fine and wonderful).22 
Nineteen-seventy-two was a year in which njaa, shibe’s total opposite, took deep root in the 
land, in a way that, as it is for shibe, was both brought about by and resulted in alterations in the 
moral tenor and capacity of community life. The political upheaval wrought by the revolution, in 
which family members were sometimes in stark conflict, close surveillance of all transactions by 
the state, coupled with extreme and generalized hardship, led to a breakdown of warm relations 
between people. One woman shamefacedly recalled sneaking out before dawn to snatch a trove 
of arrowroot near the river before her sisters could get to it. One man said, “Ikiwa kuna njaa, kila 
mtu wake hamjui” (If there’s hunger, no one cares about [even] his own [people/dependents]). In 
short, a nationalized scarcity in the form of a total ban on imports during a serious drought 
nationalized a lack of love, further ruining the land and putting human bodies at risk. At the same 
time in the closely-knit, mutually constitutive logic that connects the quality of socio-spiritual life 
to the overall condition of an environment that is at once moral and geographic, it was a lack of 
love itself that brought about scarcity and njaa. Here, njaa is both the physical condition hunger 
and the selfish shortsightedness that brings such njaa about. 
By 1973, import restrictions eased, and these days, beginning especially in the late 1980s with 
increasing economic liberalization, private businessmen bring many kinds of food to Pemba. In 
2012, an increase in the proportion of the world clove price shared with clove farmers themselves 
was increased (Mussa 2012), and Pemban communities have since seen sporadic influxes of cash, 
and, in fits and starts, moments that look a little bit like shibe. Long unmanaged and dangerous 
broken roads have been repaired, and electricity has been extended, with a fiber-optic cable 
system that has done away with decades of periodic blackouts and load-shedding in Pemba. Here 
and there, people have repaired or built new houses, and, with increased foreign aid, new 
mosques have been built. But rural elders insist that the landscape and human bodies have 
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fundamentally been altered, having not yet recovered from social changes foretold by mid-
century hardship and dramatically implemented following 1964. 
Such dismay is not specific only to elders in Pemba. Elders all over the world engage in 
discussions about changes they have known, and which they are well-placed to assess and 
communicate to younger generations. But when discussing the material conditions that shape 
human agency and wellbeing from the ground up and in more recent times, rather than in broad 
historical terms, Pemban elders spoke in a particularly intimate way about cooking technologies - 
nyungu, or, clay pots, in particular – and about the concept of kuiva. 
Here, however potentially capable of generating neema and barka the Pemban landscape and 
its people might be, food preparation has suffered a disruption whose very essence – because it 
enacts a continual interruption of the process of ripening which is so essential to community 
well-being – may prevent shibe from returning. The interview excerpts below are now no longer 
solely about a specific past year or decade. Rather, they articulate an urgent and meaningful 
contrast between an ideal and generalized ‘past’ - a time  of cooking with nyungu, a time of 
shibe, and ‘the now,’ a time of njaa when sufuria or dishi (tin or aluminium pots), first appearing 
in the 1980s, have nearly totally replaced clay pots for cooking. 
Kyaiva ndani ya nyungu (Food cooks through in a clay pot) 
Upishi umebadilika mbali kabisa na ule wa zamani. Upishi wa zamani, nyungu hii ya 
udongo. Dishi hakuna. Nyungu ya mchuzi mbali, ya wali mbali, ya muhogo mbali. Nyingine 
ya kupikia chai. Zikifinyangwa nyembamba, hata dishi nzito ... Tena walikuwapo 
wafinyanzi maalum, wakifinyanga. Na mkungu wake vile vile ... Tena wali wa nyungu 
mtamu kabisa kushinda madishi mara elfu. Hakiozi ndani ya nyungu, maana ile nazi yaiva. 
Katika madishi kakakakakakaka! Hakiivi. Nyungu, ikipwaga we, kidogo kidogo kidogo, 
ukitazama ni chakula safi kabisa. Siku hizi madishi.23 
Cooking is totally different now from what it was in the past. Old-fashioned cooking [used] 
these nyungu. There weren’t any dishi. There were nyungu for cooking sauce, different 
ones for rice, [yet] others for cassava. And others meant for making tea. Those were so thin, 
even a dishi is thicker … And there used to be specialized potters who made them. And 
their matching lids as well … Moreover, rice cooked in a nyungu is a thousand times more 
sweet than rice cooked in a dishi. It doesn’t get ruined in a nyungu, [what I mean is] the 
coconut milk soaks in and cooks through. In a dishi [it cooks way too fast] kakakakakaka! 
It doesn’t cook through. In a nyungu, as its simmering, slowly bit by bit, if you consider it, 
it’s absolutely excellent food. These days [everying in] dishi. 
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The past variety of pots and lids echoes what people said about the prior availability of varieties 
of things in a time of shibe. With clay pots, people implemented complex distinctions between 
kinds of food, and put into practice expert forms of knowledge about how best to transform raw 
materials into sources of human strength and health. Not only could one choose from a variety of 
foods in shops, but, in cooking, one could choose the most correctly designed pot for bringing out 
the best in a specific food. I note here that time is an essential ingredient in cooking that reveals 
the true and ideal, nourishing state of food, when food ‘cooks properly through. 
Kuiva: ripening or cooking through 
The concept of ripening, or cooking through – kuiva – has applications to far more than food, and 
is a rich metaphor for ideal human development as well. The idea of ‘ripening’, coming into a 
perfect state after passing through a series of essential stages that take time, was significant in 
discussions about all kinds of things: human development, in which bodies and intellect and the 
moral sense slowly ripen as children grow, mimicking the movement of flower to fruit to 
ripeness, and, through age, to eventual decay. So a person or fruit can be mbichi (raw, unripe) for 
a time, but one day become mpevu (mature), and even be mpevu sana (very mature). When 
people, trees, crops, and the land in general, are allowed to ‘develop’ or ‘to ripen’ in a proper 
way, it is a sign of barka, neema, and, necessarily, shibe.24 
Just as children, themselves unripe, interrupt the processes of ripening and fertilization by 
plucking green fruit out of trees; or when, through economic necessity, unripe mangoes are 
plucked and forcibly ripened by fire so that they can be sold, aluminum pots have arrested the 
proper development of things, effectuating, in this case, the spoiling of food, and ultimately, the 
weakening of human bodies. Things cook fast but their essential nature is destroyed. As raw 
materials simmer, boil, or bake in a clay pot, they come into their proper state, best able to 
nourish. Food left overnight in a clay pot is less likely to rot; in a dishi, mara moja (all at once 
and right away). The speaker below insists on time in this way, as well as on the chungu’s porous 
and organic texture, which absorbs the oils and flavors of the foods it cooks: 
Hasa chakula, kizuri hasa kinakuwa kama wali, ndizi, na lazima kipikwe ndani ya nyungu. 
Kinakuwa kizuri sana zaidi kuliko madishi. Dishi halina mafuta. Lakini chungu kinapokea 
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mafuta chungu. Dishi halichukui muda mrefu. Lakini inavotakiwa,inataka chakula kipikwe 
kidogo kidogo, pwakah, pwakah, pwakah. Sufuria mara moja.25 
In terms of food, the best food is [something] like rice [or] plantains, and it must be cooked 
inside a chungu. It is so much better than in a dishi. A dishi absorbs no oil. But a chungu 
receives oil, it does. A dishi doesn’t take a long time. But the way its meant to be, food is 
supposed to be cooked a bit at a time, slowly, pwakah, pwakah, pwakah. In a tin pot food 
cooks all at once. 
Vyakula vya zamani vyenye kuleta joto havipikwi tena (Old-time foods that generate heat aren’t 
cooked anymore) 
Because food doesn’t come into its perfect state through appropriate stages of transformation 
ensured by slow cooking in a clay pot, food itself brings less strength to human bodies. But it is 
not only that. Some foods, which people remembered as having strengthened human bodies, and 
as being particularly linked to rural Pemban life and identity, were not even, elders said, cooked 
any longer, because they are unsuitable to cooking in a dishi. 
Zamani ilikuwa chakula ipo. Nikipiga maziwa miye chupa nne … na uji wa muhogo, uji wa 
mtama. Sasa vile vitu, vile vyenye siha vile, havipikwi tena. Haviivi. Sasa watu wapike wali, 
wapike muhogo na ndizi, basi. Vitu vya asili hakuna tena.26 
It used to be that there was food. I myself would drink milk, four bottles … and cassava 
porride, millet porridge. Nowadays, those things, those things that [bring] good health, 
they’re not cooked anymore. They don’t ripen/cook through. Now people cook rice, 
cassava and plantains, and that’s all. Our traditional/original foods are gone. 
Ideal traditional foods cooked in a chungu, because they were properly cooked, produced heat in 
the eater, which in turn brought health and uzima (well-being and wholeness), and, especially, 
masculine strength and power. Porridge is critically important. The presence of porridge in a 
home was a sign of a good rural life, when people came back from the fields respectably tired but 
still strong, and when porridge made them sweat. 
Ukitoka shamba utakuta uji tayari. Basi ukipiga ule na kunde, ya chooko, hakika unatoka 
jasho, wawezaenda mbio kama hapa mpaka Ukutini, hujasimama. Ukimfukuza mtu hapa, 
alivyo, mpaka Nteng’ombe hujampata. Kankaa kama msumari. Kwa nguvu. Sharti atoka 
jasho. Humwoni kupetanapetana mwili. Hata siku moja27 
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When you come back from the fields, you’ll find the porridge is ready. So you’ll consume 
it, [porridge with] broad bean, green gram, and you’ll absolutely sweat. You could run from 
here all the way to Ukutini [a distance of some miles], and you haven’t stopped for breath. 
If you chased a man [like that] from here, by Nteng’ombe, you still haven’t caught up with 
him. He’s built like an iron nail. From strength. He has to be sweating. You won’t see him 
crumpled up. Not once. 
Jasho mwilini ni uzima hasa … .Ukiona mwilini huna jasho, basi, wajua unaumwa. Kama 
huna jasho … mbovu, hufai kitu.28 
Sweat on your body is wellness itself … . If you see that you’ve no sweat in your body, 
then, you’ll know that you are ill. If you arent sweating … you’re rotten, you’re not fit for 
anything. 
Muhogo unakula na uji. Unakula mpaka watoka jasho mwili mzima umeroa. Ilikuwa hapa 
kama ntu akikutwa ni mvua hahisi baridi. Ukikaa ni mvua wasema ndo  barabara. Mvua 
hutaki iishe kwa sababu una shibe mwilini. Leo, vyakula unavovijua. Kavu, havina joto.29 
You eat cassava with porridge. You eat it until your whole body is sweating and you’re 
soaked. It used to be that here, if a person got caught in the rain, he didn’t feel cold. If 
you’re in the rain, you say, ‘That is as it should be!’ You don’t want the rain to stop, for the 
wellness you have in your body. Foods [today] are as you know them. Dry. They don’t 
bring any heat. 
For these rural men, all of whom had long been farmers relying on their fields for sustenance, the 
slow cooking of traditional grains in clay pots ensured their wellbeing, and their ability to provide 
for themselves and their dependents. Such nourishing food, cooked properly, ensured their 
physical power, and their ability to withstand any kind of onslaught, with courage, style, and 
cheer. 
Of course having access to food cooked in a clay pot means access to others’ labor. In Pemba, 
this has generally meant access to women and girls who are themselves at home, devoting their 
labor and time to cooking. Men, and women also, bemoaned how busy women have become. 
Women, though, often preferred aluminum pots, due to steadily increasing pressures on their 
labor: “We don’t have time or strength,” some women said, “to watch a clay pot cook.” One 
dismayed husband complained, “Hakuna mwanamke apikiaye nyungu tena. Hata kama ntama 
upo.” There’s not a woman [here] wholl cook in a nyungu again. Even if there’s millet. But men 
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and women all agreed that increasing reliance on dishi had led to a decrease in the tastiness, 
pleasurability, and material effectiveness, of food. In a dishi, food doesn’t cook through. 
Conclusion 
The concept of kuiva has, I hope, been made clear in the context of food. But talk of food is also 
always about a larger context. I want to go back to elders’ claim that these days, it is hard to find 
ripe fruit at the base of trees. Fruits that had once been plentiful and free for the taking, are now 
found for sale – including even once negligible fruits like mabungo (bungo fruit), matufaa (rose 
apples) and even zamabarau (damson). Fruits of all kinds increasingly become saleable goods – 
property (mali). This state of affairs was deeply upsetting to most elders. As one said, “Zamani 
nani ataka mabungo? Mabungo yakioza tu. Labda tumbili.” (In the old days, whoever wanted 
bungo fruit? Bungo fruit just rotted [where it was]. Maybe monkeys [only.]). 
In a time of shibe, fruit, crops, animal and people, like food cooked in nyungu, are allowed to 
ripen in their own time, and are not rushed through necessity or hardship into false maturity, 
which leads to imperfection, and to decreased utility and wellbeing. The land, animals, and 
people, and relationships between them come into their own in the right way, given the right 
time, resulting in a world where everything is at its best and in its most perfect state. 
I don’t at all want this paper to seem sad, as elders talk about what used to be and isn’t 
anymore. Instead, I would like to end by suggesting that this Pemban discourse about food, with 
its fundamental invocation of the concepts of shibe and njaa, constitutes a highly local 
intellectual framework for imagining justice and wellbeing. This discourse in which barka and 
neema – granted to human communities only when and if relations among intimates, between 
spouses, children and their parents, and community leaders and those they care for, are loving – 
lead to shibe, is a powerful one that implies possibility. In their discussions of food, elders make 
a powerful argument toward loving, custodial relations, in which people live well together, and 
the land rewards them. This framework enables clear and meaningful critiques of the conditions 
that give rise to njaa in all its sense, and, as such, permits and may invite strategizing for future 
change. 
And, remembering the food timeline which with this paper opened, we should note, too, that 
things are forever changing. While Pembans continue to speak about who they feel they are, and 
who they want to be, with and through the foods they eat, state and private trading, as well as the 
state of the economy, continues to alter the gastronomic field. During a 2014 visit in southern 
Pemba, a woman I have known to cook marvelous cakes and elaborate meals of rice and meat, 
brought out our dinner, wryly saying, “Umeiona keki ya Kipemba?” (Have you seen this Pemban 
cake?). She had brought what she felt was a sorry meal, indicative of economic hardship: a plate 
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of boiled cassava accompanied by a thin stew of the tiny fish known as ‘a hundred souls’ (roho 
mia). Her statement indicated the high cost of flour, eggs, and sugar, and her inability to acquire 
them of late, and also implied a lack of access to coconuts for boiling the cassava in tui. In her 
experience of late, the Pemba she knew was so reduced that the most cake-like thing she was 
going to see was not cake but cassava. On the same visit, another woman, connected to kin now 
living in the Middle East and Europe who actively supported her from abroad, felt that she was 
faring well; with excitement, she described her new interest in French baking (she had recently 
made croissants), and in Chinese cooking. She had just acquired an electric stove and had begun 
to use its oven, though she hadn’t made her mind up yet about the effect of this technology on the 
tastiness of things. And elders still recalled the porridge of their youth. It will be instructive, in 
decades to come, to broaden the food timeline, and see what it reveals. 
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